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Increase Revenue & Save Time With Automated Text Message Templates

Striking a balance between providing an adequate amount of e ective communication to
your customers and ensuring your service sta stays on schedule is a delicate balancing act.
Achieving both is critical. E ective communication keeps customers happy, which positively
impacts your CSI scores. Staying on schedule helps increase revenue in addition to fostering
customer satisfaction.

The creators of TEXT2DRIVE™ - a full-featured communications platform designed for
dealerships - made the power of texting available for service departments without requiring
sta to spend time composing messages through text message templates that are
automatically sent to your customers.
They are part of an automated work ow that is dispatched in a way that compels customers
to act and keeps the lines of communication open.
Service focused text messages in the work ow begin with a service department intro and
cycle all the way through to a vehicle service reminder message, covering all of the bases in
between. There are safety recall notice capabilities, a CSI survey request message and so
much more.
Learn More

Drive Revenue Growth With Declined Services Reminders

In order to make money on recommended services, customers need to be aware that the
recommendations were made. Unfortunately, all too often, service advisors end up speaking
with the wrong person and the customer is left in the dark. Compounding matters is a lack of
awareness on the service manager’s part that the oversight occurred.
Backed by decades of experience in the automotive industry, the creators of TEXT2DRIVE™
designed the full-featured communications platform to include declined vehicle service

reminders. The automated text messages are sent to customers to let them know the
recommended repairs have not been approved yet.
All of your employees - even the least tech-savvy - can easily master the declined services
interface. The interface provides details about every customer including the work
performed on their vehicle, name of the service advisor, recommended work declined by
the customer, RO numbers and the customer’s information.
Learn More

Increase Your Repair Order Revenue With Video

Dealerships see their customer pay increase by $125 on average per repair order on
average when they send customers videos of recommended repairs.
Using the TEXT2DRIVE Mobile App, service technicians can record and send videos to
customers in which they point out repairs that need to be made. Being able to see the issues
with their own eyes builds often elusive trust between customers and your service
department.
Videos are sent to customers via text messages, the preferred form of communication for
many people. They can be up to three minutes long and are easy to record and send. Your
technicians can access the videos right from the photo library on their mobile device or
desktop computer.

Most importantly, recommended repair videos work. Dealerships see an average increase of
$125 in RO totals when videos are sent. Sending videos of recommended repairs also
fosters goodwill among customers, who will appreciate your transparency.
Learn More

Do Not Let OEM Recommended Service or Maintenance Schedule Changes A ect Your Pro ts

Keeping track of the maintenance schedule or recommended service interval on your
customers’ car is challenging when manufacturers constantly change the maintenance dates
per year make and model and customers constantly book and then cancel service
appointments. You end up losing the time your sta spent keeping track of the OEM
schedules and you lose money when you miss the opportunity to schedule a service or
recommended maintenance appointment because the OEM revised its service schedule.
Recognizing that service revenue is vital to the health of your business, TEXT2DRIVE™
designed its full-featured communications platform with true automation. Utilizing this
critical capability, the system works in tandem with OEM service and maintenance schedules
to keep your service sta updated with uctuations instituted by OEMs.
This capability reduces the number of hours your employees need to spend on informing
customers of upcoming service & maintenance and helps ensure you get customers in so
that you can make money on the work.

Automated alerts in TEXT2DRIVE include the following:

 Vehicle service reminders
 Previously declined service reminders
 HANDS-FREE RECALL NOTICES
You will never again miss out on revenue due to changes in OEM schedules.
Learn More

This Dealership Made Increased Revenue Signi cantly By Texting Coupons

Hawkinson Nissan experienced a signi cant spike in its redemption rate and a substantial
revenue increase by using the TEXTcoupons on their website for an oil and lter change.
The innovative sales and marketing solution caters to the needs of dealerships and
customers alike with many INTERACT™ suite of features including TEXTcoupons, which give
dealerships the ability to send coupons and other o ers to customers’ smartphones.
Customers appreciate the convenience of receiving o ers on their devices instead of being
forced to print them out from a website. Plus, text messaging is the preferred form of
communication among consumers today, with 94% of consumers favoring dealers that can
text message. Texts have a phenomenal 98% open rate, as well.

Making your customers’ lives easier will leave a lasting impression. Sending them o ers on
their smartphones not only increases the chances they will review and redeem the o ers, it
also shows them you want them to save money.
While all of the features enabled by INTERACT™ are designed with pre-existing templates
that make texting customers quick and easy, they also allow you to personalize each
message with both the customer’s and service advisor’s name. This will show them you care
about their individual needs.
The INTERACT™ website features in TEXT2DRIVE include TEXT4appointment, TEXTme,
TEXTconnect, LIVEchat, TEXTmarketing and TEXTvehicle.
Learn More

Increase Your Repair Order ROI By Texting

Service advisors can save as much as 40 hours per month on average when they use the
TEXT2DRIVE™ messaging platform to communicate with customers. The solution, designed
speci cally with dealerships in mind, gives your service sta the ability to keep customers
informed of repair completion and service intervals, as well as follow up on recommended
repairs, via text message instead of calling and leaving voicemails.
An equally compelling bene t of using TEXT2DRIVE is its proven ability to improve customer
satisfaction, which ultimately bolsters your dealership’s ROI. How does it make customers
happy? By keeping them updated on the status of their vehicle when they bring it in for

service and touching base with them following their appointments - both of which are done
through automated text messages.
Additionally, text messaging is the ideal way to get feedback from customers to improve CSI
scores and correct any weak areas in your service department.
Text messages increase repair order ROI in the following ways:







More e ective follow-up
Mitigate customer issues before they get out of hand
Gain insight into your customer service e orts
Satis ed customers will return again and again
Get signi cant results without exerting great e ort

Learn More

The Auto Industry’s Best Kept Secret? Safety Recalls

Auto dealers are losing out on a signi cant source of service revenue, with the majority of
manufacturer’s safety recalls never getting serviced. It is not for lack of desire on the
customer’s part. After all, they do not have to pay a dime. The culprit is lack of awareness
that there is a safety recall on their vehicle.

Traditional communication falls short in e ective noti cation. The majority of snail mail gets
tossed in the trash without a second glance and emails get overlooked because inboxes are
over owing. Finding a solution to this problem is critical, as serviced recalls not only mean
payment from manufacturers, but also opportunities to upsell customers once their vehicle
is in the service bay.
When the customer is standing in front of you at the dealership, you have their full attention
as you rarely do at other times. This gives your service department a prime opportunity to
review previously declined services and perform maintenance or manufacturer’s
recommended services on their vehicle.
But rst you need to get them into your dealership. With an unsurpassed open rate of 98%,
text messaging is the clear winner when it comes to making customers aware of open recalls
on their vehicles.
TEXT2DRIVE™ was designed to empower auto dealerships to leverage the power of texting
for their service department. Using HANDS-FREE RECALL NOTICES, TEXT2DRIVE does the
following to increase the number of recalls your dealership services:






Conducts a search in your dealership database for open recalls
Cross references your customer list with open recalls
Sends you a detailed report containing the number and type of recalls
You can then specify the recall codes that will receive noti cations, as well as the
quantity and frequency of sends

Making customers aware of recalls using this method works.
Learn More

Why Customer Satisfaction A ects Revenue And Repair Orders

Having satis ed customers is not just icing on the cake when it comes to the success of your
service department. Customer satisfaction - or lack thereof - can make a major impact on
pro tability and customer retention.
Service department revenue is driven through repair orders (ROs). Nearly every transaction
that occurs is processed through ROs. The more ROs you get, the more revenue you make.
Leveraging the power of text messaging, you can improve processes such as following up
with customers, managing the amount of time your employees spend communicating with
customers, track inventory and communicate seamlessly with customers. Direct, e cient
and non-intrusive communication with customers ultimately leads to opening and
completing more ROs.
TEXT2DRIVE™, a full-featured communications platform developed speci cally for auto
dealerships, empowers your service department to open the lines of communication with
customers, delight them and keep them coming back to your dealership to get their vehicle
serviced. It capitalizes on consumers’ preference for text messaging as a form of
communication.
Learn More

Important Points From The TEXT2DRIVE Video Communications Webinar

Customers spend $125 more when videos are sent.
This was one of the key takeaways from the TEXT2DRIVE video communications webinar that
took place on November 14th, 2019. Service technicians can use the TEXT2DRIVE Mobile App
to record and send videos in which they show customers necessary repairs.
Videos build customer trust and rev up pro ts, as Chris Soloman, Director Of Product
Development, demonstrated to attendees. It also o ers a slew of other bene ts including
the following:







Better retention rates
Improved engagement
Strong ROI
Popular with mobile users
Conveys messages more clearly and faster

Sending customers videos of proposed repairs supports the recommendations. Videos also
help explain complex mechanical issues your customers may not comprehend otherwise.
When customers can see that the recommended repairs are valid and are able to
understand why they are necessary, it sets them up to realize why they must be done.

Every employee, even those who lack technical prowess, can easily use the video app. The
makers of TEXT2DRIVE took this into account when designing the app.
Your service sta can use the TEXT2DRIVE Mobile App to complete a number of di erent
tasks:






Get and add customer information to the CMS
Record and send recommended repair videos
Add videos, photos and other media to customer accounts
Let service advisors review recommended repair videos

Learn More

Pump Up Service Revenue With Less Investment

Minimizing the number of repetitive tasks your service sta must complete while increasing
the revenue your dealership generates is a tricky venture. Issues that service department
managers often face include a shortage of service bays, running out of square footage in

your repair shop, rising pro t margins, a lack of su cient hours in a day, understa ng and
slow moving recommended repair approvals.
Further complicating the matter is the delicate balance you must strike between
communicating with customers often enough and becoming invasive. Calling customers on a
regular basis is a sure re way to aggravate them.
Most of your customers prefer to communicate with you via text messaging. It is fast,
unintrusive and they can respond whenever it is most convenient for them. TEXT2DRIVE
sends a series of automated message via text on behalf of your sta including:












NEW: Lease expiration
First service notice
Appointment calendar invitation
Appointment reminder
Welcome message
Status update
Ready for pickup
Speed CheckOut™ online pay
Declined service reminder
Vehicle service reminder

These automated messages save your sta time because they are deployed by the
software. The templates used for the messages are easy and fast for anyone to customize.
Designed to help your service department generate more revenue, the series is pro tdriven. As a result, you gain the power to increase service revenue while allocating more
time to the core responsibilities of your job.
Learn More

Safety Recall Text Alerts Gave Dealers A $282/Repair Order Average

The dealership gold mine of safety recall alerts has gone largely untapped - until now. The
makers of TEXT2DRIVE created HANDS-FREE RECALL NOTICES for inclusion in the fullfeatured communications platform. Your service sta can utilize pre-existing templates to
personalize and send the alerts.
The process of using the alerts is simple:
1. TEXT2DRIVE reviews all of the contacts in your customer database and cross references
it with available open safety recalls from the manufacturer
2. The software generates a detailed report outlining the types and number of open
recalls
3. You can lter campaigns according to your preference, with options including the
quantity and frequency of sends, as well as the types of recall codes
You barely have to lift a nger, as TEXT2DRIVE extracts the necessary data from your
database. Best of all, HANDS-FREE RECALL NOTICES work.
Dealerships that used them earned an average total pay of $282.20 per repair order.
Learn More

Dealerships Reduce Parts Obsolescence 54% On Average Using Text Noti cations

Unused parts can cause your dealership to lose a signi cant amount of revenue. The
seemingly small cost of one unused part here and another unused part over there can add
up quickly.
Managing parts that have been special-ordered is probably the last thing you want to do in
addition to all of your other responsibilities. The makers of TEXT2DRIVE took this into account
and created a parts interface that empowers your sta to easily manage your parts
inventory.
The interface pulls data in real-time from your DMS that informs your sta about parts that
have been ordered and received. It uses text messages to alert customers when their parts
arrive and remind them that their vehicle is due for service.
The software also records parts your sta has booked into the DMS as having been received
so that you always know exactly what your inventory consists of. It keeps an updated, live log
of every single parts order placed and received by your employees.
Dealerships have enjoyed 54% average decrease in parts obsolescence thanks to the parts
noti cations.
Learn More

Dealerships Dramatically Increased The Customer Return Rates To Their Service Department

Customer retention is challenging for your dealership given the tough competition it faces
from other dealerships, independent repair shops, oil change operations and tire shops.
Keeping customers engaged and giving them a reason to get their car serviced at your
dealership are imperative for gaining a competitive advantage.
With this reality in mind, the makers of TEXT2DRIVE created TEXTcoupons, TEXTvehicle,
TEXTmarketing, LIVEchat, TEXT4appointment, TEXTconnect, TEXTme, HANDS-FREE RECALL
NOTICES and automated service alerts. These features give your dealership the tools it
needs to stay in touch with customers throughout the lifecycle of their vehicle.
The automated text messages are sent to the right customers at the right time to optimize
engagement. Since the software does the work for you, your sta can focus on customer
satisfaction and service work.
Text messages have a high response rate. People like the unobtrusive nature and
convenience of them. As a result of the combination of messages designed to encourage
engagement and perfect timing for each customer, dealerships serviced each customer’s
vehicle twice per year.
Learn More

Service Reminders Yield Average $17K Repair Order Revenue In 60 Days

Staying on top of OEM schedules for all of your customers’ vehicles is challenging, to say the
least. However, recommended maintenance is a signi cant source of potential revenue for
dealerships - which makes taking advantage of it a priority.
Between OEMs altering schedules for new vehicles and technology and customers changing
their appointments, it is easy to miss work that should be done.
Automated service reminders from TEXT2DRIVE solve this problem by sending a service
reminder to your dealership when a service date is approaching for a customer’s vehicle.
Using service reminders, you can keep track of service dates even when OEMs change them
because the software integrates with your business development center and manufacturer
databases.
On average 15.37% of customers who were sent service reminders had service performed
on their vehicle less than 30 days later.
Learn More

Suburban Volvo Earned A $4,000 Recommended Repair Approval Using Video

Getting customers to approve recommended repairs is tricky. Customers lack an
understanding of vehicle mechanics and this makes them struggle to comprehend the
recommendations your sta makes.
Additionally, when customers cannot visualize the repairs that need to be made, parting with
their hard-earned cash can sound painful. How can you solve these problems?
By showing customers recommended repairs via video. Using the TEXT2DRIVE Mobile App,
service technicians can record and send short videos via text message in which they point
out exactly what needs to be repaired and explain why. These videos also build trust because
the customer can see the issues with their own eyes.
Suburban Volvo capitalized on the video feature to transform a potential decline into an
approval. While examining a vehicle a customer brought in for an oil leak, the service
technician encountered low tire volume, a loose tire rod and a brake bleeder that had
broken o .
Since the customer had opted out of receiving text messages, the technician showed her the
video he recorded of the issues on his own phone. When the customer saw the video, she
recognized the necessity of the repairs. She made an informed decision to approve the
work.
By utilizing video, Suburban Volvo obtained approval on $4,000 in recommended repairs.
Learn More

Dealerships Earned $28,533 Per Month On Average Of Additional Revenue With Service
Appointment Reminders

Getting customers to schedule a service appointment is just half of the battle. The other half
is getting them to keep it. Reminding them that they have an appointment coming up the
next day is highly e ective for achieving this goal.
For this reason, TEXT2DRIVE built automated appointment reminders into its full-featured
communications platform. The text messages are sent the day before a customer’s
appointment and let them know it is approaching.
The pre-existing templates provided by TEXT2DRIVE reduce the time your sta must spend
on communicating with customers. They can easily be personalized with the date and time of
the appointment as well as the customer’s name and vehicle information.
Dealerships that use automated appointment reminders from TEXT2DRIVE increased their
show rate by 6.5% on average, earning an additional monthly revenue of $28,533 on
average.
Learn More

Declined Service Reminders Generated More Than $6K In Additional Revenue In 1 Month

Sometimes the person who declines recommended repairs is not the owner of the vehicle.
This can happen if they send someone else to pick up the car. When this situation occurs, the
customer is unaware that work was recommended in the rst place.
Resolving this issue is critical because recommended repairs are a potential major source of
revenue for your dealership. Fortunately, TEXT2DRIVE was designed with the capability to do
just that. The process starts with notes made by service advisors in a customer’s account
indicating whether or not the customer approved the work.
At this point, you can target the customers who declined recommended repairs to change
their minds or make them aware of the recommendations if they were not previously. A
declined service reminder is then automatically sent to the customer via text message.
Declined service reminders yielded $6,643 of additional revenue on average in March of
2019.
Learn More

